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Abstract
Human activities are naturally structured as hierarchies unrolled over time. For action
prediction, temporal relations in event sequences are widely exploited by current methods
while their semantic coherence across different levels of abstraction has not been well
explored. In this work we model the hierarchical structure of human activities in videos
and demonstrate the power of such structure in action prediction. We propose Hierarchical
Encoder-Refresher-Anticipator, a multi-level neural machine that can learn the structure of
human activities by observing a partial hierarchy of events and roll-out such structure into
a future prediction in multiple levels of abstraction. We also introduce a new coarse-to-fine
action annotation on the Breakfast Actions videos to create a comprehensive, consistent,
and cleanly structured video hierarchical activity dataset. Through our experiments, we
examine and rethink the settings and metrics of activity prediction tasks toward unbiased
evaluation of prediction systems, and demonstrate the role of hierarchical modeling toward
reliable and detailed long-term action forecasting.

1

Introduction

An AI agent that shares the world with us needs to efficiently anticipate human activities to be
able to react to them. Moreover, the ability to anticipate human activities is a strong indicator
of the competency in human behavior understanding by artificial intelligence systems. While
video action recognition [3] and short-term prediction [10] have made much progress, reliable
long-term anticipation of activities remains challenging [1] as it requires deeper understanding
of the action patterns.
The most successful methods for activity prediction rely on modeling the continuity of
action sequences to estimate future occurrence by neural networks [7, 10]. However, these
networks only consider the sequential properties of the action sequence which tends to fade
and entice error accumulation in far-term. This issue suggests exploring the abstract structure
of actions that spans over the whole undertaking of the task. One intuitive way to approach
this path is to follow the natural human planning process that starts with high level tasks then
c 2020. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Illustration of a two-level structure of activity “have dinner” and a prediction task.
proceeds to more refined sub-tasks and detailed actions [2]. An example of such structure
in an activity is shown in Fig. 1. Our quest is to build a neural machine that can learn to
explore such structures by observing a limited section of the video and extrapolate the activity
structure into the future for action prediction.
We realize this vision by designing a neural architecture called Hierarchical EncoderRefresher-Anticipator (HERA) for activity prediction. HERA consists of three sub-networks
that consecutively encode the past, refresh the transitional states, and decode the future until
the end of the overall task. The specialty of these networks is that their layers represent
semantic levels of the activity hierarchy, from abstract to detail. Each of them operates on its
own clock while sending its state to parent layer and laying out plans for its children. This
model can be trained end-to-end and learn to explore and predict the hierarchical structure
of new video sequences. We demonstrate the effectiveness of HERA in improved long-term
predictions, increased reliability in predicting unfinished activities, and effective predictions
of activities at different levels of granularity.
To promote further research in hierarchical activity structures, we also introduce a new
hierarchical action annotation to the popular Breakfast Actions dataset [14]. These annotations
contain two-level action labels that are carefully designed to reflect the clean hierarchy of
actions following natural human planning. In numbers, it includes 25,537 annotations in two
levels on 1,717 videos spanning 77 hours. Once publicly released, this dataset will provide a
key data source to support advancing deep understanding into human behaviors with potential
applications in detection, segmentation and prediction.

2

Related work

For prediction of actions in videos, the most popular approach is to predict the temporal action
segments, by jointly predicting the action labels and their lengths [17]. Recent advances in this
front include Farha et al. [7] where random prediction points are used with the RNN/CNN-like
model. Moving away from recurrent networks which tend to accumulate errors, Ke et al. [10]
used time point as the conditioning factor in one-shot prediction approach with the trade-off
in high prediction cost and sparse predictions. While these methods work relatively well in
near-term, when the actions are predicted farther into the future, uncertainty prevents them
from having reliable results. Variational methods manage uncertainty by using probabilistic
modeling to achieve more robust estimation of inter-arrival time [18] and action length [1].
As an action is highly indicative of the next action, Miech et al. [19] proposed a model
that is a convex combination of a “predictive” model and a “transitional” model. A memorybased approach network was proposed by Gammulle et al. [8], in which two streams with
independent memories analyze visual and label features to predict the next action.
The hierarchy of activities can be considered in atomic scales where small movements
constitute an action [15]. Early works investigated the hierarchy of activity through layered
HMM [6], layered CRF [23], and linguistic-like grammar [21]. More recent works favor
neural networks due to their strong inductive properties [7, 10]. For hierarchy, Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) can be stacked up, but stacking ignores the multi-clock nature of a
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hierarchy unrolled over time. In [25], a hierarchical RNN with asynchronous clocks was used
to model the temporal point processes of activity but the information only passes upward and
multi-level semantics of events are not explored. The idea of multi-clocks was also explored
by Hihi and Bengio [9] and Koutnik et al. [13]. The drawback of these methods is that the
periods of the clock must be manually defined, which is not adaptive to data structure at hand.
Chung et al. [5] addressed this problem with a hierarchical multi-scale RNN (HM-RNN),
which automatically learns the latent hierarchical structure. This idea has been extended
with attention mechanism for action recognition [24]. Our hierarchical modeling shares
the structure exploration functionality with these works but is significantly different in the
ability to learn the semantic-rich structures where layers of hierarchy are associated with
levels of activity abstraction. In particular, in comparison with Clock-work RNN (CW-RNN)
[13], HERA shares the fact that units can update at different rates, but HERA is significantly
different to CW-RNN in separating the levels of RNN with distinctive associated semantics.
HERA also allows RNN units to control their own clocks and their interactions with other
units.

3

Learning to abstract and predict human actions

3.1

Problem formulation

We formalize anactivity hierarchy H of L levels of a human performing a task observable in
a video as H = Al l=1,2,...,L where each level Al is a sequence of indexed actions:
n
o
Al = xkl , dkl
.
(1)
k=1,2,...,nl

xkl

Here, represents the label of k-th action at the l-th level, dkl is its relative duration calculated
as its portionof the parent activity, and nl indicates the number of actions at level l. Each
action xkl , dkl is associated with a subsequence of finer actions at level l + 1, and the latter are
called children actions of the former. Any children subsequence is constrained to exclusively
belong to only one parent activity1 .
In the special case of a hierarchy with two levels, members of the first level represent
coarse activities, and those at the second level are called fine actions. In this case, we will
extend the notation to use the level indices c - for coarse and f - for fine in place of numeric
indices l = 1 and l = 2. An example of a two-level hierarchy is shown in Fig. 1, where for
a task of <have-dinner>, the first coarse activity <prepare-food> contains three fine
actions as children.
Under this structure, the prediction problem is formed when the hierarchy of activities is
interrupted at a certain time t ∗ indicating the point where observation ends. At this time, at
every level we have finished events, unfinished events, and the task is to predict events yet to
start. The given observation includes the labels and lengths of the finished events, and the
labels and partial lengths of the unfinished ones. Thus the task boils down to estimating the
remaining lengths of the unfinished events, and all details of the remaining events.

3.2

Hierarchical Encoder-Refresher-Anticipator

We design HERA (Fig. 2) to natively handle the hierarchical structure of observation and
extend such structure to prediction. HERA has three components: the Encoder, the Refresher,
1 Note

that a child action label can be performed by multiple parents at different parent times. See Sec. 3.3.
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Figure 2: The Hierarchical Encoder-Refresher-Anticipator (HERA) architecture realized
in a particular event sequence similar to the one in Fig. 1. Square blocks are Encoder
GRU cells, while triangles and circles are those of Refresher and Anticipator, respectively. Color shades indicate cells processing different activity families, e.g., the first coarse
cell (red C1) and its two children (fading red F1 and F2) process the first activity family
{(x1c , d1c ), (x1f , d1f ), (x2f , d2f )}. The prediction point t ∗ happens at the middle of (x2c , d2c ) and
(x3f , d3f ). Black arrows indicate recurrent links while those in pink and cyan are for downward
and upward messages, respectively. For visual clarity, optional prediction outputs of Encoder
cell and feedback inputs of Anticipator cell are omitted.
and the Anticipator. The Encoder creates a multi-level representation of the observed events
which is used by the Refresher and Anticipator to roll-out in a similar manner. The Encoder
and Anticipator share the same hierarchical model design for cross-level interaction which
we detail next.
Modeling activity hierarchy. The Encoder and Anticipator share an identical architecture
of two layers of recurrent neural units (RNN) which are chosen to be based on Gated Recurrent
Units (GRU) [4]. The upper layer models the dynamics of coarse activities:
h
i

hci = GRU (xic , aci ), mif →c , hci−1 .
(2)
The first input to the unit includes a tuple of coarse label xic and accumulated duration
aci = ∑ik=1 dkc . Both xic and aci are encoded using a random embedding matrix. At the
Anticipator, these inputs are feedback from the previous prediction step. The second input
mif →c is the upward message that will be discussed later.
The lower layer is another RNN that is triggered to start following the parent’s operation:
h
i

h fj = GRU (x jf , a fj ), mic→ f , h fj−1 ,
(3)
where the proportional accumulated duration a fj is calculated within the parent activity.
By design, the two layers are asynchronous (i.e. the layers update their hidden state
independently and whenever fit) as coarse activities happen sparser than fine actions. A key
feature of HERA is the way it connects these two asynchronous concurrent processes in a
f
consistent hierarchy by using the cross-level messages. The downward message mc→
(pink
i
arrows in Fig.2) provides instructions from the previous coarse cell to the current fine cells.
This message contains the previous coarse hidden state hci−1 and can optionally contain the
parent’s predicted label x̂ic . The upward message mif →c (cyan arrows) to a coarse node i
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from its children contains the information about the detail roll-out in the fine actions. It is
implemented as the hidden state of the last child.
Making predictions. At each step of both levels, the hidden state of the current cell is used
to infer the label and duration of the next action through multi-layer perceptrons (MLP):


 

f
f
c
c
x̂i+1
, dˆi+1
= MLP (hci ) ;
x̂ j+1
, dˆj+1
= MLP h fj
(4)
For the Anticipator, these predictions are rolled out until accumulated relative duration
reaches 100%. At the fine level, this means the end of the parent coarse activity while at the
coarse level it means the overall task is finished. At the Encoder, the predictions are optionally
used in training and are discarded in testing.
Connecting the past and the present to the future. The connection between Encoder
and Anticipator happens at the interruption point t ∗ , where the observed hierarchy ends and
prediction starts. If t ∗ is well aligned with the action boundary, we can simply pass the last
hidden states and predictions of the Encoder to the Anticipator at the corresponding levels.
However, these coincidences are rare; in most cases, the interruption happens at the middle of
an action and leaves trailing unfinished activity and actions at different stages.
To connect this gap, we design the Refresher which consists of a pair of connected MLP
cells (Triangle blocks in Fig. 2). The coarse Refresher cell gathers all available data and
predicts the remaining length r̂ic∗ of interrupted coarse activity i∗ :



h̃ci∗ −1 = MLP hci∗ −1 , xic∗ , ãci∗ , d˜ic∗ ;
r̂ic∗ = MLP h̃ci∗ −1 ,
(5)
where d˜ic∗ and ãci∗ are unfinished duration and accumulated duration, respectively.
The remaining fine action duration r̂ jf∗ is estimated similarly, but with the downward
message as additional input:
h
i


h̃ fj∗ −1 = MLP h fj∗ −1 , x jf∗ , ã fj∗ , d˜jf∗ , m̃i c→ f ;
r̂ jf∗ = MLP h̃ fj∗ −1 .
(6)
Effectively, the overall predicted duration of the interrupted action is amended:
dˆic∗ = d˜ic∗ + r̂ic∗ ;
dˆf∗ = d˜f∗ + r̂ f∗ .
j

j

j

(7)

After these refreshing steps, the hidden states h̃ci∗ and h̃if∗ are passed to the Anticipator as
the initial states, where the hierarchical prediction is rolled out further.
Model training. In HERA’s end-to-end training, we calculate the loss at each level l
(among coarse and fine) and each stage ? (among the Encoder, Refresher, and Anticipator) as
a weighted sum of negative log-likelihood loss (NLL) on predicted labels and mean squared
error (MSE) on predicted durations (for the Refresher we only have the MSE loss):



i
1 nl h ?
?
L?l = ∑ λlabel
NLL x̂kl , xkl + λduration
MSE dˆkl , dkl ,
(8)
nl k=1
and the total loss for HERA is a sum of the losses in all layers and stages:
L 

L = ∑ LEl + LRl + LAl .
l=1

(9)
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The Encoder loss LEl is for regularizing the Encoder and is optional. The weights λ−? are
estimated together with the network parameters by using a multi-task learning framework
similar to that of Kendall et al. [11].
For model validation, we use the videos of a single person from each cross-validation
split. We train HERA for 20 epochs and select the weights from the epoch with the lowest
validation loss. We use the ADAM [12] optimizer with a learning rate of 10−3 and a batch
size of 512. The selected hidden size for the GRUs and MLPs was 16. We used the PyTorch
[20] framework for implementation of HERA.

3.3

Data annotation

To support the problem structure formulated above we reannotated the Breakfast Actions
videos [14], which is the largest multi-level video activity dataset publicly available. This
dataset contains footage of 52 people preparing 10 distinct breakfast-related dishes, totaling
1,717 videos. It originally contains fine- and coarse-level annotations of the actions but the
hierarchy is incoherent (inconsistent semantic abstraction), incomplete (only 804 of the videos
have fine-level annotations), and statistically weak (many fine actions are less than a few
frames).
We employed two annotators working independently on all 1,717 videos and one verifier
who checked the consistency of the annotations. Following the hierarchy definition in Sec. 3.1,
we annotated a two-level hierarchy of coarse activities and fine actions. Each label of activity
or action follows the format of <verb-noun> where verbs and nouns are selected from a
predefined vocabulary. The two vocabulary sets were built by a pilot round of annotation.
The coarse activities can share the fine action labels. For instance, <add-salt> fine action
label can be used for many coarse activities including <make-salad>, <fry-egg>, and
<make-sandwich>. In actual annotation, we have 30 <verb-noun> pairs for coarse activities and 140 for fine actions that are active. The new annotation resulted in a total of 25,537
label-duration annotations with 6,549 at the coarse level and 18,988 at the fine level. We
call the new annotation Hierarchical Breakfast dataset and it is available for download at
https://github.com/RomeroBarata/hierarchical_action_prediction, alongside the source code
for HERA.

3.4

Metrics

Recent action prediction works [7, 10] widely used mean-over-class (MoC) as the key
performance metric. However, MoC is susceptible to bias in class imbalance which exists
in action prediction datasets. More importantly, as any frame-based metrics, it merits any
correctly predicted frames even when the predicted segments are mostly unaligned due
to under- or over-segmentation. We verified these conceptual problems by setting up an
experiment (detailed in Sec. 4) using an under-segmenting dummy predictor that takes
advantage of the flaw of the metric and win over state-of-the-art methods on many settings.
We call our dummy predictor “under-segmenting” because it predicts that the future consists
simply of one single long action.
In the search for better metrics, we examined options including the segmental edit distance,
the mean-over-frame (MoF), and the F1@k. Among them, we learned that the most suitable
metric for the purpose of action prediction is the F1@k for its robustness to variation in video
duration and minor shifts caused by annotation errors. Furthermore, it penalizes both overand under-segmentations such as from our dummy predictor. This metric was previously
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used for temporal detection and segmentation [16]. Applied to the prediction task, we first
calculate the intersection over union (IoU) of the predicted segments with the ground-truth.
Any overlapping pair with IoU surpassing the chosen threshold 0 < k < 1 is counted as correct
when contributing to the final F1 = 2×Prec×Recall/Prec+Recall.

4
4.1

Experiments
Experiment settings

We setup experiments following the common settings in which 20% or 30% of the videos are
observed and the prediction is done on the remaining portion (70% or 80%). We also follow
previous convention to use annotated labels of the observed portion to be the input, with
the assumption that in practical applications these labels can be reliably provided by action
detection engines [3]. All experiments are done with 4-fold cross–validation as in previous
works [7, 10].
We use the new Hierarchical Breakfast (see Sec. 3.3) as our principal source of data for
its most comprehensive multi-level activities. Besides this one, the 50 Salads dataset [22]
also has two-level annotations and was used in several previous works [7, 10]. However
per acquisition procedure description [22] and through our independent examination, we
concluded that 50 Salads is only suitable for action detection and segmentation but not for
action prediction because of the randomness in scripted action sequences. Such scripts were
generated from an artificial statistical model that intentionally introduces random sequences
instead of following natural human behaviors. This makes most non-trivial methods converge
to similar prediction results (reported in the supplementary material), and hence is not suitable
for differentiating their performances.

4.2

Metrics and data assessment

We set up experiments to demonstrate the drawback of MoC and verify the robustness of F1@k
described in Sec. 3.4. We use a dummy predictor that simply predicts that the interrupted
action goes on for the rest of the video, i.e., the extreme under-segmentation. We compare
this dummy predictor to the results reported by two top performing predictors by Farha
et al. [7] and Ke et al. [10]2 at the coarse-level of the original Breakfast Actions dataset. As
results in Table 1 show, the dummy predictor performs comparable to the best and usually
outperforms one or both of the methods in MoC by exploiting its fragility toward over- and
under- segmentation.
When we replace MoC with our chosen F1@k metric (Table 2), the dummy predictor only
has good scores at the immediate 10% prediction (as designed) and marked down significantly
afterward as continuing action no longer matches with the actual events.

4.3

Predicting activity hierarchy

In this section, we validate the performance of our proposed HERA against reference methods.
As predicting the roll-out of activity hierarchy is a new task, we implemented several baselines
and adapted a state-of-the-art method by Farha et al. [7] to work with two-level activities.
2 We could neither obtain nor reproduce the implementation of Ke et al. [10], therefore we could only use the
reported performance on the original Breakfast annotation and MoC metrics (last row of Table 1).
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Table 1: Mean-over-class (MoC) scores on the coarse-level of the original Breakfast Actions
dataset. The dummy predictor matches performance with state-of-the-art methods, which
demonstrates the weakness of the MoC metric.

Observe
Predict
Dummy
Farha et al. [7]
Ke et al. [10]

10%

20%
20% 30%

50%

0.64
0.60
0.64

0.51
0.50
0.56

0.35
0.40
0.44

0.44
0.45
0.50

10%

30%
20% 30%

50%

0.68
0.61
0.66

0.54
0.50
0.56

0.36
0.42
0.44

0.44
0.45
0.49

Table 2: F1@0.25 scores on the coarse-level of the original Breakfast Actions dataset. The
F1@0.25 metric is robust to the dummy predictor and helps better methods to stand out in
long-term predictions.

Observe
Predict
Dummy
Farha et al. [7]

10%

20%
20% 30%

50%

0.77
0.76

0.61
0.68

0.34
0.58

0.51
0.64

10%

30%
20% 30%

50%

0.80
0.78

0.67
0.71

0.40
0.64

0.56
0.68

All baselines accept observed labels and (accumulated) durations and output those of
future events. The first baseline, Independent-Single-RNN, uses two separate GRUs for coarse
activities and fine actions hence does not consider the correlation between the two levels. To
take into account this correlation, Joint-Single-RNN, the second baseline, models the joint
distribution of the two processes by concatenating input from both levels and predicting
them together. The third baseline, Synced-Pair-RNN, is more sophisticated and has two
parallel GRUs for the two levels operating at the same clock, which communicate regularly
by one-way coarse-to-fine messages. Because the last two baselines operate with a single
recurrent clock on two signals that are not synchronized, coarse level inputs are repeated as
needed to sync-up with the fine level counterparts.
The original Farha et al.’s model [7] (denoted as “Farha”) only accepts a single level of
observed action as input, hence two separated instances of it are used to predict at coarse and
fine level. To make consistent competition, we extend this method to accept hierarchical input
by jointly observing and predicting the two levels of actions (named “Farha2”).

Coarse Activities

Fine Actions

Figure 3: F1@0.25 performance of HERA and related baselines on coarse (left fig.) and fine
(right fig.) levels of Hierarchical Breakfast dataset.
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Figure 4: Qualitative evaluation of predictions of different methods on task “make coffee”.
The first timeline shows the observed and ground-truth future. Others show future predictions
of corresponding methods.
We compare the performance of HERA and aforementioned reference models on Hierarchical Breakfast. The F1@0.25 scores on two settings are shown in Fig. 3. The performance
results suggest notable patterns. First of all, we learned that coarse activities and fine actions
have strong but asymmetrical correlation. When modeled in a joint distribution, the fine action
prediction (right subfigure) is improved over independent modeling (Joint-Single-RNN to
Independent-Single-RNN, and Farha 2 to Farha); meanwhile coarse prediction (left subfigure)
is degraded by the noise introduced in the over-detailed data from the fine channel.
Secondly, modeling coarse and fine as parallel interactive concurrent processes (SyncedPair-RNN) may help especially in encoding long observation. However the naïve synchronicity between the two processes is unreliable and in many cases significantly hurt the
performance. Thirdly, when introducing structure to the cross-process interaction (HERA),
the performance significantly improved both near- and far- term and across coarse- and finechannels. This result suggests that appropriate structured modeling is key to deeply observe,
understand and generate hierarchical activity patterns. Fourthly, in longer term prediction,
asynchronously clocked RNNs (as in HERA) alleviate the error accumulation issues persistent
in all other synchronous RNN based models.
Overall, HERA attained higher prediction accuracy in relation to other methods, especially
in harder cases such as on far-term fine actions. To further understand this improvement,
we visualize the predictions of HERA and compare them with those of other methods. One
example is shown in Fig. 4 and more are included in the supplementary material. In this case,
HERA predicts most accurately the remaining duration of the unfinished actions thanks to
the special design of the Refresher. Furthermore, the strong coarse-to-fine structure helps it
recover from mistakes while maintaining cross-hierarchy consistency. Without this structure,
other methods tend to roll-out on top of the mistakes and cannot recover. They also sometimes
allow ill-formed hierarchy such as the pink C6-F13 family in Farha2.
We argued that the MoC metric is not appropriate for the problem at hand, but we
report it next for transparency and completeness. For observing 20% and predicting the next
10%/20%/30%/50%/70%/80%, HERA attained an MoC of 0.77/0.68/0.57/0.51/0.51/0.57 for
the coarse level, and 0.42/0.31/0.26/0.23/0.21/0.21 for the fine level; Farha2 attained an MoC
of 0.76/0.67/0.57/0.51/0.50/0.52 for the coarse level, and an MoC of 0.39/0.29/0.26/0.22/0.21/
0.20 for the fine level. For observing 30%, and predicting the next 10%/20%/30%/50%/70%,
HERA attained an MoC of 0.77/0.62/0.59/0.53/0.61 for the coarse level, and an MoC of
0.44/0.33/0.28/0.25/0.23 for the fine level, whereas Farha2 attained an MoC of 0.76/0.64/0.58/
0.52/0.55 for the coarse level, and an MoC of 0.41/0.32/0.28/0.24/0.22 for the fine level.
HERA’s MoC is higher than Farha2’s MoC in most cases, but as discussed earlier the F1@k
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Table 3: F1@0.25 scores of HERA and its variations on the fine-level of Hierarchical Breakfast dataset with 20% of the videos observed.
Variations
10% 20% 30% 50% 80%
W/o ↓↑ msg
W/o label in ↓ msg
W/ dis. Refresher

0.36
0.62
0.64

0.27
0.51
0.53

0.25
0.45
0.45

0.22
0.36
0.37

0.21
0.31
0.34

Full HERA

0.65

0.54

0.47

0.40

0.34

metric should be preferred when comparing models for action prediction.
Ablation study. To further understand the roles of components and design choices in
HERA, we switch off several key aspects of the model and observe the change in performance
(Table 3). The first variation without the two-way cross-level messaging suffers significant
performance loss as the correlation between the two channels is ignored. The second variation
c
lacks the explicit coarse label x̂i+1
in downward messages and slightly under performs as
missing the direct strong “instruction” of the discrete coarse labels. Lastly, the third row
provides evidence for the importance of the Refresher stage in wrapping up unfinished action
consistently at all levels.

5

Conclusions

We have introduced HERA (Hierarchical Encoder-Refresher-Anticipator), a new hierarchical
neural network for modeling and predicting the long-term multi-level action dynamics in
videos. To promote further research we re-annotated from scratch 1,717 videos in the
Breakfast Actions dataset, creating a new and complete semantically coherent annotation of
activity hierarchy, which we named Hierarchical Breakfast. We also reassessed the commonly
used MoC metric in action prediction, and found it unreliable for the task. As a result we
investigated multiple metrics and found the F1@k metric to reflect human activity best among
them. We demonstrated that our HERA naturally handles hierarchically structured activities,
including interruptions in the observed activity hierarchy. When compared to related methods
that do not exploit the hierarchical structure in human activities, or explore it in a sub-optimal
way, HERA attained superior results specially in the long-term regime.
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